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What I found most interesting was both how cooperative and how patient these tutors became—they truly believed in the SWC’s mission of creating better writers, not better papers.

I taught for two years in the New York City public school system through the NYC Teaching Fellows Program, and during that time I saw both the rise and fall of our high school Student Writing Center (SWC). As a young English teacher, I shared the same frustration that Richard Kent describes in “Creating Student-Staffed Writing Centers, Grades 6-12”: like Kent, I was shocked by my
students’ poor writing and grammar skills but was too constrained by prescribed curricula and classroom overcrowding to provide much one-on-one help. Like Kent, I decided that if students could not get individualized writing support from their teacher, they should at least be able to go to a school writing center to get the help they so desperately needed. I believed that if I procured the means and made a “pitch” to my principal, I would eventually gain the administrative support I needed to start up a writing center. I wrote a grant proposal to DonorsChoose.org to obtain materials, announced my intentions at faculty meetings, and talked to students in honors English classes. However, it was only once I had both received my grant in late September and volunteered to serve as writing center coordinator that a small, unused classroom was set aside for my transformation. Suddenly, the “Student Writing Center” appeared on all of the school’s promotional literature, was announced at PTA meetings, and became a focus of the region administrator’s next visit; yet, no other faculty or staff members were assigned to help run the SWC. I was the only volunteer.

In fact, the greatest support for the SWC came from the students. Nearly a dozen honors students volunteered to give up their lunches and study hall periods to staff the SWC, and I held several workshops after school to train them as tutors. Together, we read all of Jeff Brooks’ “Minimalist Tutoring: Making the Student Do All the Work” out loud and held an open group discussion about what the goals of writing tutoring should be. I was astounded by how quickly these students grasped the value of such tutoring tactics as reading aloud and mirroring body language. We did several role-play activities and collectively engaged in trouble-shooting potential consultation problems. What I found most interesting was both how cooperative and how patient these tutors became—they truly believed in the SWC’s mission of creating better writers, not better papers. Curiously, many of these tutors were below grade-level despite their honors placement, and many had problems with their own writing—yet they were successful tutors in that they were good listeners for their peers, could ask thoughtful questions on expanding ideas, and knew how to look up information in the writing manuals. This group of tutors consisted of eleventh and twelfth grade students who were eager to gain experience that would set them apart should they apply to college. They bought into the idea of process writing, and although I would often answer specific writing questions during my prep periods, the SWC team believed, as I did, that they had valuable skills to offer. Their confidence in their fledgling roles allowed them to be successful with their younger cohorts, and word of the SWC spread slowly through the school. The tutors even created fliers to advertise the SWC to their 800+ peers in a way that would connect with their interests (a picture of the rapper Tupac: “Where would I be without my words?” hovering over the SWC’s hours and room location). In the first few weeks, as I ironed out details such as scheduling appointments and SWC supervision (finally, a school security guard was assigned to watch the room), my tutors experienced their first consultations, and I began to hope that our small success would inspire the faculty and administration to provide more support.

Unfortunately, just as the SWC began to have a noticeable impact on our school’s culture, the administration killed the program. After 16 weeks, students were scheduling visits with some consistency, and I was excited to document repeat clients, until one February morning, I came in to find
such concepts as writing across the curriculum.

Small successes with secondary-level writing centers must be celebrated, discussed and modeled—building the normative authority to establish writing centers in high schools across the nation.
motivated group of tutors. Other schools might find it necessary to create incentives such as awarding class credit or hours towards a volunteer or honors organization to initially entice students to become tutors. However, from my own experience, I believe that students will willingly participate in writing center work as long as the school has supportive and passionate adults who believe in the writing center and its goals. Once a school’s administration and faculty are on board, the goal will be to create a sense that “going to the writing center is just what we do—it’s just how we write.”

The question then becomes one of how to create such an unprecedented “buy-in” among secondary-level educators. One option becomes clear: the rhetoric of the writing center must break out of university discourse in order to gain wider cultural recognition. As Greg Mueller suggests in his “Call to Action”: “Highly dedicated and motivated individuals in our writing center community need to step up and accept the challenge of filling the void in secondary schools across the United States” (11). In addition to change instigated by members of the writing center community, I believe that the discussion must also include current members of the secondary education community: administrators, faculty, parents, and students. Small successes with secondary-level writing centers must be celebrated, discussed and modeled—building the normative authority to establish writing centers in high schools across the nation. Although the initial success of my school’s SWC was not ultimately sustainable, I hope that wider dissemination of such stories will create a culture of writing center praxis that includes high schools by default, not by exception.
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